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Strategic Planning for 1\fental Health• 
By Cow:-..t:L J. R. REES, M.D. 

It would be bard to imagine a time more unusual or more trying than the 
present for a discussibn such as this. I believe that s,ome people feel th.at Societies 
gi\iog time and attention to subjects like the present one, io war, are s,omehow fiddling 
like 1'ero, but I have no sympathy v.ith that point of view. Just now, at this time, 
we should, more than ever, be thinking out where we stand and rnal.ing pl.aru for 
v.iooing the war and for ~tablishing work for mental health firmly for the future . 

My thoughts in this paper may be s,omewhat at random., but both my tint and 
my last points of emphasis are concerned with the present situation in this country . 
Our own mental stability, our vision and our practical commons.ec.se, have never 
been challenged so much as at pres-ent. If we are to pull our weight during the 
war period we must be sure that we ourselv~ have got on to friendly turns v.ith 
our own personal fear, we must be clear that whatever happens to us individually 
the spirit that is in evel)1hing true and progr~sive can never be danuged, aod if we 
bel ie\e th is we can go quietly and resolutely forward working to the utmost, and 
demonstrate that mental health is a reality. Let us then turn our interest and 
perh aps some of our aggr~sive qualities on to this vast problem of mental health, 
as one of the ad ventur~ of the pres-ent day, and ~ what we personally can plan 
aod achieve. 

Man y people who have written about this problem of mental health h.ave 
formulated definite aims. I wiU not attempt to do that v.ith any exactitude, but it 
seems clear that we would v.;sh, all of us, to do wmething to mal.e our race more 
ad venturous, more adap:.able, happier and, if possible, more intelligent. I ~bali 

barely touch on the remedial side of our work. Medicine has, in any case, been 
far too much a matter of repairing and patching pwple up . The real Medicine 
of the future "'ill be largely prophylactic, and certainly in our field the important 
thing is to stress the positiYe aspects of mental health instead of concentrating our 
interest on ill health. Of the three main branches of psychiatric work-for the 
defectives, the psychotics, and the neurotics-the third is probably the m ost impor
tant from the national point of view, and certainly here prophylllis is far more 
important than trea tment, in fact it pro\ides the only road to an ultinute solution 
of th is particular medico-sociological problem. 

We can therefore justi6ably str~s our particular point of view with reg ar d to 
the proper dnelopment of the human psyche, c:vec though our knowledge be 
incomplete. We must aim to make it permeate eve!)· educational activity in our 
national life : primary, secondary, university aod technical education are aU coo· 
cerned with varying stages in the de"elopmeot of the child and lhe adoles.::ent. Thos-e 
\\'ho provide the education, the principles upon which they work., and the people 
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upon whom they work, must all be objects of our interest, for education that ignores 
the commonsense principles that have ~n more clearly evolved of ~nt years 
is likely to be of indifferent q;.~ality. Public life, politics and industry should all 
of them be 'il.ithin our sphere of influence. It needs little imagination to s.ec 
improvements that could be effected in each of them. 

Especially since the last world war we have done much to infiltrate the various 
social organizations throughout the country, and in their 'ii.'Ork and io their point 
of view one can see ,clearly how the principles for which this society and others 
stood in the past have b«ome aca:pted as part of the ordinary working plan of 
these various bodies. That is as it should be, and while we can take heart from 
this "'e must be healthily discontent~ and realiu that there is still more 'ii.'Ort.:. to be 
done along this line. Similarly we have made a useful attack upon a number of 
professions. The two easiest of them naturally are the teaching profession and the 
Church : the two most difficult are. law and medicine. Anyone whose memory 
goes bark for even a doz.en ye.ars can re.ali.z.e how big a change has ~n effected in 
the outlook of professional people, while ceruinly anyone ""ith vision can s.ec bow 
much still remains to be done. 

If we are to infiltrate the professional and social actiYities of other people I 
think we must imiute the Tot.ailtarians and organize wme kind of fifth column 
acti>it) 1 If better ideas on mental be.>lth are to progress and spread we, as th~ 

salesmen, must lose our identity. By that I mean that we cannot help w effe:-
tivel;. if speaking for a :t..:ational Council or any other body as we can .,.,hen we male 
a more subtle approach adapted to the particular circumstances of the moment. 
It really wouldn't matter if no one ever be.ard of this Council aga in provided that 
the \I.Ork was done . Let us all, therefore, very secretly be "fifth columnists". 

At the same time, ho..,.e•er, the.re is no reason why we should not as individuals 
and in small groups make use of a perfectly open approach to the question of menu! 
health. We have all of us got conucts 'With men and women \lobo are cooc-eme-0 
with the various aspects of life that I have just been mentioning and we could most 
of us get together small groups for informal discussions on these topics. and out 
of this might grow definite bodies or committees of persons interested in e.>ch of 
these fields of \I.Ork, being convinced that it was worth while to wprk out their own 
specific problems and their own plans. While a central office can rometimes help 
in a project such as this, only the determined work that we as indi.,.idu.als can put 
in will ever provide the dynamic for such acthities. 

In this field, as in every other, we ought to be thinking ahead and foreso::ing 
e\ents so far as tbat is possible. We have often been too spasmodic in our work 
and I feel we n~d a long-term plan of propaganda. The time is past "'hen .,.,e 
need be io an)' way apologetic for directing people's interest to questions of mental 
health. Practically e>el)body is read)' for such ideas. They "'ere before the war, 
and it is far truer now than it was then. I doubt the wisdom of a direct attack 
upon the existing state of affairs; e•en though there is a war on, that would still 
raise opposition, whereas the more insidious approach of sugg=:sting that wmething 
better is needed-" why shouldn't we try so and so "-is more likely to succ.:-ed. 
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The evolutionary process is essentially British, and I think that we 'hould make 
it a fundamental in our propaganda plan. 

Parliament, the Press and other publications, are the most obvious ways by 
which our propaganda can be got across, and it needs the thought and work of every 
one of us to get this going. Medical Members of Parliament are ah1•ays ready to 
help with any well thought out plan of campaign which is clearly for the good of 
the country, but we need not limit ourselves to them. There are many energetic 
men in Parliament \li,.ho are very willing when properly coached with questions 
and supplementaries, to ask them, and to follow up by personal contact to make 
sure that points of importance are adequately dealt with. I still live io the hope 
that some day we shall get Members of Parliament to submit themselves to per
sonality and efficiency tests, for I feel sure that if they did they would then insist 
upon all candidates for Parliament going through the same element&ry routine, 
and we might later have some chance of its being applied to the Civil Service ! 

In the past we have made sporadic attempts to provide a Press service which 
can give statements on matters of topical interest and explai.o to the reporters, and 
through them to the public, the meaning of various phenomena which are "hot news" 
in our morning papers. Actually we have as a group not nearly enough alertness 
and enthus iasm about this matter of helping the Press and so influencing the times 
in which we live. Every one of us reads papers and journals but .,e are oft.en too 
inert to take action about the points which should so obviously be taken up, whether 
the subject be politics, local government, social affairs or the decisions of the courts. 
Whether it be in matters of religion or those of home life:, there are points which 
arise in the papers every day, in some of which we should interest ourselves . The 
policy of the Press, like that of the B.B.C., is affected by the size of its fan-m.1il. 
E\en if our letters are not published, they still produce their effect upon the editorial 
mind, and some of them certainly will be published and in this way will make people 
think . Here again we had probably better be secretive and not mention this Coun::il ~ 
or any other body, but simply write or speak as individuals. Don "t let us mention 
Mental Hygiene (with cap ital letters), though we can safely wri te in term; of mental 
health and commonsens~.- . When we do write it is important to remember that the 
understatement of a case is much more likely to be effect ive than its overstatement. 

Your attention must ·not be confined merely to the: Daily Press, for there are 
innumerable weekly and monthly journals and special professional and trad! papers. 
and it is as a rule much easier to get articles, notes, comments or letters into these 
papers than into the Daily Press. Quite often, also, they are more ca refully read 
than the daily paper. 

I should like to see us go bey·ond these more obvious point s a nd set out on " 
campaign to get certain points and ideas which are of importa nce st ressed by well
known no velists in their books. Priestley, Morgan, Walpole, and a score of others 
whose books have a wide appeal---even Dr. Cronin-might be willing to co-operate . 
I am not suggesting, of course, that they should write prop·aganda novels-it -. .. ould 
be surprising if those had any circulation, but in an ordinary human story it should 
DOl be difficult to gi•e some emphasis on a point of vie\lo·, and the gradual building 
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up of a series of such emphases over a period of years would be the a.oundest kind 
of propaganda. This Council has recently been co-operating in a.ome experiments 
with films, and there the same idea bas been emphasiz.ed that just ont point can 
be got across to the public through this medium. Those of you ,.,·ho know books 
and their authors, and films and their makers, might be doing a.ome long term 
planning of the right kind of propaganda. 

I have said several times that I believe we should be careful about the mention 
of the Council or any lj>ther body which might be thoutht to be furthering a.ome 
particular point. Many people don't like to be "uved ", "changed" or made 
healthy. I have a feeling, however, that •• efficiency and economy " 'll.'ould make 
rather a good appeal because there are very few people who would not welcome 
these two suggestions. It has even crossed my mind whether we ought not to have 
a subsidiary company called the Social Efficiency Board and get Mr. Bevin or a.ome
one like that in as Chairman ! It seems to me that in approaching national matters, 
local government and social affairs we should be on much stronger ground if we 
were constantly stressing our interest in efficiency and economy, and certainly we 
can "sell" mental health under these headings as well as under any other. 

Oldham and Bristol, and possibly one or two other places, have their Ofll com
mittees or councils for mental health, and this is, I believe, an extremely wise move. 
Government in this country is being de-centralized in many ways during the v.·ar, 
and for our particular work I believe that the more we can spread the responsibility 
the better 'Will be our progress. These matters of man's mind and outlook are 
sufficiently vital and interesting to attract in every area groups of intelligent men 
and women who v.ill take on the function of local councils or ~mm.inees. Let 
us learn from the Oxford Group and have week-end parties; aU over the country 
we ha·.-e people to our band, medical students, teachers, journalists, civil servants, 
trades union officials, and aU sorts of other people, whom we might get together and 
amongst whom we should find sensible, balanced people who could lead in local 
activities. Provided we have one such stable person in any group I should feel 
quite happy in giving that group its head. We all make mistakes, aod no doubt 
it would drop some bricks but on the whole it would stir up interest of the right 
lied and advance our cause. 

I have in this article merely been feeling around in this vast field of policy. I 
have touched on a few points hoping to stimulate people to think of many more, 
and particularly of those that are 'll.ithin their own particular power; to follow up. 
I would like to close with fresh emphasis on the fact that we each of us as indi\iduals 
carry a great responsibility for the mental health of the nation, now during the war 
and in the much better future that must come. We need vision and courage. We 
mustn't merely plan and be theorists, but we must also experiment, and it is worth 
remembering that in a time like this it is much easier to spread sensible ideas or 
if you hle, to teach in a quiet way, than it ever bas been before. •• It all depend~ 
on me" is quite a good slogan, and Mr. Morrison's .. Go to it" u yet another 
of the d)namic sayings of the moment. We can apply both of these to ourselves 
in this particular field of work. 
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